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Dr. Daniel Cargill
Lockheed Martin

Please come and join us to hear Daniel Cargill, a Rutgers-Camden alumnus, speak about how a strong foundation in mathematics has helped him in his career goals. Daniel is a Senior Member of Engineering Staff at Lockheed Martin, where he is a lead analyst and developer for the Laser Weapon System Simulation. He earned his B.S. in Mathematics and Economics from the University of Delaware, his M.S. in Industrial Mathematics at Rutgers–Camden, and his Ph.D. in Mathematical Science from the New Jersey Institute of Technology. While working on his doctorate, Dan had internships with Bell Labs and the Air Force Research Laboratory, and was later employed as an Operations Research Analyst with the U.S. Air Force prior to his current position.

Dan also teaches Computational and Industrial Mathematics at Rutgers–Camden as a part-time lecturer.